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WEEK 1-information asymmetry, accruals, conservatism 
 

l Objective of financial accounting: information reporting system designed to 

relieve information asymmetry in economies. 

n Valuation 

n Stewardship/contracting  

l Information Asymmetry (IA) 

n One party is at informational disadvantages to another. 

l Two main types of IA 

n Adverse selection(valuation): 

u Where a party to a potential transaction has informational advantages 

over other parties 

u It could b/w the SH & the management:  

l managers have better info than SH about the current condition 

and future prospects of the firmàdelay or selectively release 

infoàreduce the ability of investors to make good investment 

decisions, greater bid-ask spread  

u b/w the SH themselves: 

l some SH may have the access to funds institution, know more 

about the true value of the firm than others 

u Hidden information, Before transaction, pre-action decision 

u “lemon” problem, few bad in good ones 

l Consequences of Adverse Selection 

n Increased information riskàa higher cost of capital: 

Managers have an incentive to issue shares at greater than the true 

value of the firms as this will increase the wealth of current 

shareholders. Therefore potential buyers in the presence of 

information asymmetry (and thus not knowing the true value of the 

firm) realize there is some risk the shares may be overpriced. 

Knowing this they discount the price they are prepared to pay. This 

lowers the issue price and increases the cost of capital.  

n Lower liquidityàhigher cost of capital: 

Investors value liquidity. The greater the information asymmetry the 
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more illiquid/less liquid are stocks and in turn the greater the cost of 

capital/required rate of return demanded.  

The greater the information asymmetry, the greater the bid-ask spread 

between the potential buyers bid price and the sellers ask price for 

shares. The buyer is concerned the seller has better information and 

thus lowers their bid price to protect against information risk of 

paying too much. The seller is concerned the buyer has better 

information and thus increases their asking price to protect against the 

information risk of selling at too lower price. The greater the 

information asymmetry, the greater the information risk and in turn 

the greater the bid-ask spread. As spreads become greater there is no 

trading in a stock as investors cannot agree on a price. à The better 

the information, the more likely to tradeàliquid stock; the greater the 

information asymmetry, the lower the liquidity.  

n Decreased informativeness of prices to guide resource 

allocation: 

Prices of stocks can guide resource allocation. High (low) stocks 

prices can increase (decrease) the flow of resources to that underlying 

activity as they act as a signal of profitability. The greater the 

information asymmetry between the manager and investors the less 

likely prices reflect the underlying true value. Therefore, in turn this 

will increase the miss-allocation of resources if prices are used as a 

signal to guide resource allocation. 

n Moral hazard (stewardship/efficient contracting): 

u Whereby a party to a potential transaction can observe their own action 

in the fulfilment of the transaction while the other won’t. 

u Management often suffers from moral hazard since they can undertake 

actions are in their own interest at the detriment of SHs. 

u Particularly relates to managers’ contract with stakeholders 

l SH (shirk, excessive pay/perks, dividend retention/empire 

building, risk aversion) 

l Debtholders (excessive dividends, asset substitution, claim 

dilution, underinvestment) 
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u Hidden action, After transaction 

u It is effectively impossible for shareholders and creditors to 

observe manager’s action, managers may be tempted to: 

l Shirk 

l Pay/perks unrelated to firm performance 

l Dividend retention and empire building 

n Instead of returning the retained profit to SH, managers 

retain the money and to invest in project that are not positive 

net present value (as opposed of increasing the value of the 

firmànot beneficial to SH’s interest) 

l Risk aversion (safe project only) 

n Managers acting in their own interest prefer not to investing 

in volatile project even it’s a +ve net profit project, because 

the more volatile the project, the greater the probability that 

the firm will go bankrupt, this links to the manager’s 

individual capital stocks/earning, while the SH don’t care 

about this because they can diversify the risks. 

u Debt contract provides mgt incentives to:àharmful to debtholders’ 

benefit 

l Excessive dividend pmt to shareholders 

l Asset substitution: from manufacturingàminingàhigher risk to 

debtholders 

l Claim dilution: from no debtàmore debt, increased 

leverageàhigher return for SH 

l Under-investment: when it’s close to bankrupcy, mgt don’t want 

to invest in +ve NPV project sometimes because they know there 

will be no remained profit for SH (SH comes after the 

debtholders). 

l Role of financial reporting 

n Reduce adverse selection problemàimprove operation of capital market 

(valuation objective) 

u Through providing decision useful information 

l FR can provide information to predict future payoff/cash flows 
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and discount rateàvaluation of firms 

n Reduce moral hazard problemàimprove operation of managerial labour 

market and efficiency of contract. (Stewardship objective) 

u SH’s contract: compensation contract to link mgt’s pay to performance. 

l net income as a performance measureàHC to hold mgt 

accountable. 

u Debtholders contract: include covenants.  

u Reliable information 

u Conservative information to limit mgt opportunistic actions 

 

l Accounting conventions 

n Accrual accounting 

u Alleviates 2 things 

l Timing problems: refer to cash flows that do not occur 

contemporaneously with the business activities yielding the cash 

flows. For example, a sale occurs in June, but cash from the sale 

arrives in July. 

l Matching problems: refer to cash inflows and cash outflows that 

occur from a business activity but are not matched in time with 

each other, such as fees received from consulting that are not 

linked in time to wages paid to consultants working on the 

project. 

u Transactions are recognized when they occur and can be reliable 

measured (opposed from cash accountingànot when cash is received 

or paid) 

u Accruals=net profit (E from I/S) - operational cash flow (CF 

statement)  

u Fundamental principles: 

l Revenue recognition: Revenues are recognised when both earned 

and either realized or realizable. 

l Expense matching: accrual accounting dictates that expenses are 

matched with their corresponding revenues.  

n e.g. cost of goods sold (COGS) as manufacturing costs are 
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recognised when the product is sold 

n period costs (rent, insurance salaries of corporate officers 

and staff, depreciation of assets that are not part of the 

manufacturing process) matched with revenues are 

recognized when the revenue are recognised. 

u Accrual types: 

l Short-term accruals (short-term timing differences b/w income 

and cash flow): receivables, payables, prepaid expense, advances 

received. 

l Long-term accruals (capitalization: deferring costs incurred in the 

current period whose benefits are expected in future periods): 

plant and machinery depreciation 

u Impact of the information asymmetryàCould decrease IA  

l Valuation/adverse selection problem: Less potential estimation 

errors in financial statement, make the information more accurate 

and reliable.-->better revaluation and prediction of futureàreduce 

adverse selection problem. 

l stewardship/moral hazard problem: better measures the 

performance of the managers, prevents managers from focusing 

only on cash accounting to manipulate the earnings from small to 

big (if they are paid based on performance of the company, e.g. 

bonus payment), e.g. makes sure the potential expected asset cost 

or losses are recognised. 

 

n Conservatism 

u Defer gains until it is realized, anticipate and record all losses (earlier) 

u Conservatism reverses earning over the life of the firm 

u A bias downwards in the measurement of net assets of the firm 

u E.g  

l Non-recognition of assets with uncertain payoffs  

n internally generated intangible assets 

n no intangible asset arising from research shall be recognised 

l Recognition of unrealized losses but non-recognition of 
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unrealized gain for recorded assets.  

n impairment test:  

u if RA<CA, write it down. (recognition of unrealized 

loss)àP&L 

u if RA>CA, do nothing. (non-recognition of unrealized 

gain)àOCI 

n lower-of-cost or market valuation of inventory 

u if net realizable value<lower-of-cost, write it down. 

u if net realizable value>lower-of-cost, do nothing. 

u Demand for conservative accounting: stewardship/contracting 

l Lender: 

n demand early warning of distress 

n limits dividends increasing debtholder security 

l SH 

n Constraints on managerial opportunismàlimiting discretion 

of mgt on unrealized gain and ensure they report all potential 

losses 

 

  


